
Faculty of Electrical Engineering and Informatics

IMPORTANT NOTES

If for one subject you can find several different types (lecture, practice, laboratory) of courses then please choose
one and only one course from each type in order to be able to perform the subject's

requirements successfully.Civil Engineering courses are on the website seperately. Courses chosen
from the offer of Faculty of Civil Engineering will be checked and arranged individually by the

departmental coordinator.

BMEVIAUAA00 Basics of Programming 2 7

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL2 WED:14:15-16:00(QBF14);Laboratory English

AL1 WED:14:15-16:00(QBF15);Laboratory English

AE TUE:16:15-18:00(QBF15);Lecture English

BMEVIAUAB00 Software Techniques 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL MON:08:15-10:00(QBF14);Laboratory English

AE WED:10:15-12:00(QBF14);Lecture English

BMEVIAUAB01 Informatics 2 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE TUE:14:15-16:00(QBF15); WED:12:15-14:00(QBF15);Lecture English

AGY WED:16:15-18:00(QBF15);Practice English

BMEVIAUAC02 Client Side Technologies 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE MON:10:15-12:00(QBF15);Lecture English

AGy WED:08:15-10:00(QBF14);Practice English

BMEVIAUAC03 Software Development Laboratory 1 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL TUE:14:15-18:00;Laboratory English

BMEVIAUAV27 Modeling and animation in 3D Studio Max 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE THU:12:15-14:00(QBF14);Lecture English

BMEVIEEAB00 Microelectronics 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AL THU:10:15-12:00(QB310);Laboratory English

AE MON:14:15-17:00(QB309);Lecture English

 The basic goal of the course is to deepen the already acquired knowledge in the field of digital electronics through
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presenting the latest implementation techniques of digital integrated circuits. Further goals of the subject are to
provide information on the basics of analogue integrated circuits, components of power electronics and solid-state
lightning. Todayrsquo;s electronics and IT devices are all based on different special discrete semiconductors and
complex integrated circuits. Solid knowledge regarding the structure, operation and manufacturing of these devices
is among the necessary skills of todayrsquo;s electrical engineers including basics of IC design at least on the level
which allows effective communication with IC design specialists. They have to know how system level design
connects with the IC design as well. Special emphasis is put on the corresponding practical skills through simple
case studies (calculation examples) as well as computer laboratory practices where the students get acquainted with
the basic steps IC design. An important aspect of the course is to bridge the gap between the operation of abstract
electronics components and the physical reality: the major components used in ICs (diodes, transistors, etc.) are
discussed in detail. A detour is made towards the MEMS and MOEMS, where electrical operation is combined with
mechanical and optical effects.

BMEVIEEMA04 Fundamentals of Smart Systems 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

01 TUE:14:15-16:00(QB309);Lecture English

02 THU:08:15-10:00(QB309);Practice English

The course aims to develop a detailed knowledge and critical understanding of Smart Systems technologies and the
physics of MEMS devices. A significant range of principal and specialist skills will be developed in the fields of Smart
Systems manufacturing technology, and its applications in MEMS and bio-MEMS devices. During the laboratory
work the students are getting familiar with semiconductor technology, numerical modeling and analysis by the use of
a cutting edge simulation tools. Official webpage: https://portal.vik.bme.hu/kepzes/targyak/VIEEMA04/en/

BMEVIHIAA00 Computer Architectures 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EE TUE:10:15-12:00(IL108);Lecture English

EG FRI:12:15-14:00(IL108);Practice English

BMEVIHIAC01 IT Security 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA THU:14:15-17:00(IL108);Lecture English

BMEVIHVAA00 Signals and Systems 1 6

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A2 TUE:08:15-10:00(V1501); WED:10:15-12:00(V1501);Lecture English

C2 FRI:08:15-10:00(V1501);Practice English

 The objective of the two semester Signals and Systems classes is to introduce the basic concepts of signal and
system, and to provide computational methodologies to continuous and discrete time systems. The first semester
(Signals and Systems I) presents the time domain and the sinusoidal steady state analysis. The examples refer to
continuous systems represented by Kirchoff type electric circuits. The principles to formulate the models and the
methods to solve the resulting equations are discussed. The students fulfilling the requirements of this class will be
able to apply the methodologies of system and network analysis in the time domain and in the frequency domain in
case of sinusoidal excitation. Synopsis: 1-2. classes (1. week) Basic concepts: signals, systems and circuits. System
properties: linearity, causality and time ndash; invariance. Input ndash; output relationship. Systems represented with
electric circuits. Two poles. Kirchhoff type systems. 3-4. classes (2. week) The full set of circuit equations. Series
resistors and voltage division. Parallel resistors and current division. The principle of superposition. Node voltage
analysis. Mesh current analysis. Source transformations. Maximum power transfer. 5-6. classes (3. week) Coupled
two poles: ideal transformer, controlled sources, ideal operational amplifier and gyrator. 7-8. classes (4. week) Two-
Port Resistive Networks. Equations of the Two-Port Networks. Reciprocity, symmetry and passivity of the Two-Ports.
Equivalent circuits of reciprocal and nonreciprocal Two-Ports. Two-Ports terminated with Two- Poles. Calculation of
the input and transfer characteristics. 9-10. classes (5. week) Dynamic circuits. Capacitors, inductors, coupled
capacitors and coupled inductors. Circuit equations. Regularity. Initial conditions. State variables. The normal form of
the continuous time state equations. Generation of the continuous time state equations from the full set of circuit
equations. 11-13. classes (6-7. week) Solution of the continuous time state equations. The natural response and the
forced response. First-order circuits. The time constant of first-order circuits. Sequential switching. Second and
higher order dynamic systems and circuits. Higher order dynamic circuits with complex or equal eigenvalues. The
concept of stability. 14-16. classes (7-8. week) Step function and Dirac delta function. Generalized derivatives. The
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Step response and Impulse response of dynamic systems. Calculation of linear time invariant dynamic systems
response to arbitrary input with convolution. The concept of bounded-input, bounded-output (BIBO) stability. 17-20.
classes (9-10. week) Sinusoidal steady state analysis. Phasor notation. The concept of impedances. The methods of
circuit analysis with phasors (node voltage and mesh current analysis, source transformations). Resonant circuits,
quality factor, Wheatstone-bridge. Coupled inductors (the model of a transformer). Phasor diagrams. AC Steady
state power analysis: averaged power, reactive power, complex power, apparent power, power factor. Maximum
power transfer. 21-22. classes (11. week) The concept of the Network Function. Logarithmic units and quantities.
The Bode- and the Nyquist- diagram. Two-Port Network equations in frequency domain. The scattering parameters
of Two-Ports. Interconnection of Two-Ports and equivalent equations. 23-26. classes (12-13. week) Periodic steady
state analysis. Fourier series of periodic signals. The trigonometric, the engineering and the complex Fourier series.
Calculation of systems response to periodic excitation. Properties of periodic waveforms: definitions and relations to
Fourier series. Periodic steady state power analysis. Averaged power calculations based on Fourier series. 27-28.
classes (14. week) Summary, auxiliary.

BMEVIHVAC04 High Frequency System Techniques 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

CA WED:10:15-12:00(V1502);Lecture English

CB THU:14:15-16:00(V1502);Practice English

BMEVIHVAC06 Radio Systems and Applications Laboratory 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

D TUE:09:15-12:00;Laboratory English

BMEVIHVAV09 Windows Native Programming 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A TUE:12:15-14:00(V1528);Laboratory English

BMEVIMIAB01 Measurement Technology 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA THU:09:15-12:00(IE224);Lecture English

GA FRI:12:15-14:00(IB413);Practice English

The aim of the subject is to give insight into metrology, measurement theory, measurement technology and
instrumentation. Besides the theoretical aspects, the course also prepares students for laboratory practices. Model
building and problem solving skills of the students are developed. The subject focuses on the measurement of
electrical quantities but emphasizes the analogies with non-electrical problems.

BMEVIMIAC04 Integration and Verification Techniques 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA WED:10:15-12:00(IE224);Lecture English

GA MON:12:15-14:00(IE224);Practice English

BMEVIMIMA07 Formal Methods 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA MON:12:15-15:00(IB413);Lecture English

BMEVIMIMA09 Software Technology for Embedded Systems 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA TUE:08:15-10:00(IE224);Lecture English
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GA THU:14:15-16:00(IE224);Practice English

BMEVIMIMA17 Measurement Theory 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

EA WED:14:15-17:00(IB413);Lecture English

BMEVISZAA01 Introduction to the Theory of Computing 2 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A0 MON:10:15-12:00(IB134);Lecture English

A1 THU:14:15-16:00(IB134);Practice English

 The goal of the subject is to acquire the fundamental mathematicalknowledge (in the area of graph theory)
necessary for softwareengineering studies.The main topics are:Basic concepts of combinatorics (permutations,
variations,combinations).Basic concepts of graph theory. Connectivity, trees. Minimum costspanning tree.Planar
graphs, duality.Euler circuits and Hamilton cycles. Graph coloring, Mycielski's construction, interval graphs.Bipartite
graphs, matchings in graphs, Kouml;nig's theorem.Maximum flows in networks.Higher connectivity numbers of
graphs, Menger's theorems.Shortest path algorithms (BFS, Dijkstra, Ford, Floyd). DFS algorithm, PERT method.

BMEVISZAB01 Theory of Algorithms 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A0 MON:10:15-12:00(IB144);Lecture English

A1 WED:12:15-14:00(IB134);Practice English

 The goal of the subject is to get acquainted with the most importantmethods connected to designing and analyzing
algorithms.The main topics are:Pattern matching.Finite automata (deterministic and nondeterministic),
regularexpressions, regular languages.Context free grammars. Derivation tree.Pushdown automata. Parsing. Turing
machine. Notion of P, NP and coNP classes. Karp reduction,NP completeness. NP complete languages.Linear and
integer programming. Branch and bound.Dynamic programming.Approximation algorithms (travelling salesman, bin
packing).Sorting algorithms.Sequential and binary search.Search trees: red-black tree, B-trees.

BMEVISZMA02 Advanced Mathematics for Informatics - System Optimisation 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A0 TUE:10:15-12:00(IB134); WED:08:15-10:00(IB134);Lecture English

BMEVISZMA06 Advanced Mathematics for Electrical Engineers - Combinatorial Optimization 3

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A1 THU:08:15-10:00(IB134);Practice English

BMEVITMAB01 Communication Networks II. 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AGY02 TUE:14:15-18:00;Laboratory English

AE02
WED:16:15-18:00(IB144); THU:10:15-12:00(IB144); THU:10:15-

12:00(IB144);
Lecture English

 To provide both theoretical and practical knowledge about communication networks, especially about
telecommunication networks. Starting from the classical telephony networks, through mobile (cell) phone systems
and IP access networks, to high speed backbones, the students of this course will get acquainted with the
architecture of these networks, along with their main building blocks as well as the communication protocols they
apply. This course, in accordance with Communication Networks 1, aims to provide strong foundation for the relevant
specialization courses. Synopsis: Introduction to the course Basics Overview of telephony networks Analog and
digital speech transfer Architecture of telephony switches Wired IP access networks Digital subscriber loops (xDSL)
Cable television Internet access Optical access networks Voice over IP (VoIP) speech codecs, SIP and H.323
protocols 3play services: Video on Demand, IPTV, etc. Mobile telephony networks overview, GSM, UMTS, HSPA,
LTE, satellite telephony systems Signaling Backbone network technologies MPLS and its extensions, optical
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wavelength- and waveband switching Outlook: Peer-to-peer, AdHoc networks, Machine to machine communication
ndash; Internet of Things The lectures are accompanied by laboratory measurements: 3 measurements, each 4x45
minutes, allowing the students to exercise with some of the technologies discussed above (e.g. VoIP, DSL, telephony
switches).

BMEVITMAB03 Infocommunications 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE02 MON:10:15-12:00(QBF10); FRI:08:15-10:00(QBF10);Lecture English

AGY02 TUE:16:15-18:00(QBF10);Practice English

 Objectives, learning outcomes and obtained knowledge Basic goal of the bdquo;Infocommunicationrdquo; subject is
to present specific terms, procedures, problems and solutions used in telecommunications. The subject strives to
give solid basis of the most important terms and procedures to support further studies of related orientations. For all
future electroengineers the subject provides basic knowledge for the forthcoming studies, whatever specialization is
chosen by the student. Both the lectures and the seminars aim to teach the students so that they not only
understand but are able to apply the known methods, procedures, e.t.c., on their own. On the other hand, it is also
important to point out the trends and innovations of the infocommunication technologies so that the students could
be able understand them with a little individual effort. Synopsis: 1) Stochastic processes. Parameters, classification,
operations on processes. 2) Sampling. Spectrum of a Sampled Signal. Narrow Band Signal Sampling. 3) Signal
Reconstruction from Samples. Shanon Theorem. 4) Linear and Nonlinear Quantization. Quantization Error and
Noise. PCM signal. 5) Physical Properties of Sound. Physiological Properties of Hearing. 6) Physical properties of
Light. Physiological Properties of Vision. 7) Information contents of still and moving images. 8) Construction of metal
cables (aerial cable, flat cable, UTP, coaxial cable) and their parameters (specific attenuation and phase,
propagation delay and velocity. 9) Construction of optical fiber cable types (SI, GI, SM) and their parameters (NA,
modal dispersion, chromatic dispersion. 10) Hybrid, two and four-wire repeater. The loop stability issue. Near and far
end crosstalk. 11) Wave Propagation Modes I. Line-of-sight, multipath, and surface wave propagation. 12) Wave
Propagation Modes II. Refraction, diffraction, tropospherical scatter, ionospherical propagation. 13) AMDSB,
AMDSB/SC, AMSSB. Spectrum, representations, demodulation. 14) Analog Phase and Frequency Modulation.
Bandwidth, demodulation. 15) Baseband Digital Modulation. PAM. Probability of Error. 16) Matched Filters. Inter-
symbol Interference. Nyquist criterium 17) Digital Carrieer Modulations. ASK, PSK, FSK. Time domain repr.,
spectrum. 18) M-ary PSK. Constellation diagram. Bandwidth and power comparison to BPSK. 19) QAM, a and q
components. QAM modulator and demodulator. Carrier recovery. 20) Channel Allocation Methods (FDM, TDM).
Voice channel multiplexing. 21) Random TDMA procedures: Roll-call polling, Hub poling, token ring. 22) Random
TDMA procedures: pure and slotted Aloha, carrier sensing multiple access. 23) Spread Spectrum Multiple Access:
CDMA, FHMA, slow and fast freq. hopping 24) Terrestrial and Satellite P-Point Communication. Transmitter,
transponder, receiver. 25) Mobile Operational Modes: Simplex, Half Duplex, Mobile Relay, Full Duplex. 26) Mobile
Propagation Features: Multipath propagation, Rayleigh fading, Doppler effect. 27) GSM Channel allocation: uplink,
downlink, FDMA/TDMA 28) GSM Network Structure. BSS, BSC, MSC, HLR, VLR, EIR, OMC. 29) GSM area
coverage, clusters, S/I ratio

BMEVITMAC02 Information Systems Management 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AGY01 FRI:08:15-12:00(R4K);Laboratory English

AE01 MON:14:15-17:00(IL105);Lecture English

BMEVITMAK47 Engineering Management Methods 2

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A13 THU:14:15-16:00(QBF11);Lecture English

 Engineer as a leader (situations and solution): role of informaticians and electrical engineers in the information
based society. General trends, business models and the development of value chains. Leader roles, leader tasks
and situations. Management of IT based, communication related and business functions in a company. Complex
engineering methods in the information transmission and processing, technological and economical optimization of
the related processes. Management problems of resource and time allocation, task distribution and scheduling, and
workforce placement. Decision preparation techniques: statistical and heuristics based methodologies.Innovation
management: tools of innovation management, institutions of innovation management, funding models and typical
calls for applications. Organizations of scientific research and technology development, business models of spin-off
companies. Conception of technological visions about the future, ways to identify technological breakthroughs,
management of generation changes. The process of standardization, its organization and its consequences on
technological markets. Intellectual property rights during the innovation process: protection of technical creations,
neighboring rights, protection of databases. New trends in IP rights: free software licensing models. Processes of
product development and product introduction to the market, market study and marketing methodology. The role of
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IT technologies in the product and business development, their contribution to the value creation.

BMEVITMM325 Performance Evaluation of Infocommunication Systems 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

17 TUE:12:15-14:00(IL105);Lecture English

18 THU:12:15-14:00(IL105);Practice English

 The course is concerned with introducing the students to the theoretical tools to carry out performance evaluations
of infocommunication systems. It also gives practical case studies how to apply these tools. Synopsis: middot;
Introduction to Internet Traffic Theory Basics of traffic modeling and performance evaluation Traffic characterization
at packet level by point processes Burst and correlation measures Poisson and renewal processes Advanced traffic
models Introduction to fractal traffic theory Measurements and simulations middot; Internet Traffic Management
Overprovisioning and managed bandwidth Streaming and elastic traffic characteristics Traffic control: open and
closed loop control methods Packet and burst level congestion Connection admission control methods and traffic
dimensioning: Peak Rate Allocation Rate Envelope Multiplexing Rate Sharing Future internet design principles
middot; Traffic measurements and modeling of internet applications Application traffic models (web, P2P, gaming,
VoIP, etc.) Identification of peer-to-peer traffic Gaming traffic analysis (case study: World of Warcraft) VoIP traffic
analysis (case study: Skype) middot; Performance evaluation of TCP Measurements of TCP, metrics, and faireness
Performance models of TCP Adaptive queue management methods Evolution of TCP and high-speed TCP versions
Loss- and delay-based TCP

BMEVITMMA00 Internet Ecosystem and its Evolution 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A01 TUE:08:15-10:00(IL105);Lecture English

AGY01 THU:08:15-10:00(IL105);Practice English

BMEVITMMA02 Cloud Networking 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

AE01 TUE:14:15-16:00(IL105);Lecture English

AGY01 THU:08:15-10:00(IL105);Practice English

BMEVITMMA09 Sensor Networks and Applications 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A02 MON:10:15-12:00(IL105);Lecture English

AGY02 THU:10:15-12:00(IL105);Practice English

BMEVITMMB03 Engineering Management 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

A05 TUE:16:15-18:00(IE007); THU:16:15-18:00(IE007);Lecture English

 Engineering management (EM) in the knowledge-based society. Definition, role and areas of the EM. The evolution
of the EM discipline. Peculiarities, generic trends and EM of the information, communication and electronic media
technologies (ICT). Managerial elements of the engineering activity. Components and principles of the managerial
activity. Managerial situations, methods and tools. Strategic management. Strategy types and parts. Business
strategic planning methods. Classes of competitive strategies. Implementation of strategy: success factors, progress
tracing. Methods of the strategic direction and control. Complex engineering decision problems, customer-oriented
and systemic approaches, solutions, procedures. Planning and allocation of resources, multi-project management.
Management of organizations. Organization types in the ICT sector. Lifecycle, decision culture of organizations,
change management. Managing cooperation of organizations, complex working groups. Knowledge management.
Knowledge process: accumulation, internalization, adaptation, externalization. Competence. Knowledge sharing and
transfer. Knowledge based systems. Types of the intellectual property, principles of intellectual property rights. Open
access software. Exploitation of the intellectual properties. Intellectual public utilities. ICT specific EM. Technology
management. Technological planning, forecast, transfer, launching, change. Making technology vision, analyzing
driving forces, scenarios. Technology-driven business strategies. Corporate ICT functions. Application of the ICT in
shaping new business strategies, global work-flows, efficient organization structures. Innovation management. Goals
of research, development and innovation. Innovation models and metrics. Management of the innovation process,
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quality and risks. Innovation chain: university-industry partnership, role of the government. Multi-tier organization and
operation of the research-development-innovation management. Innovation financing. National and EU sources,
grants, funds, tenders. Development projects. Technological incubators, innovation centers, start-up companies,
technological consortia in the ICT sector. Product management. Goals and process of the product development.
Markets of the ICT products and services. Market players, competitive environment. Market segmentation. Life-cycle
of the product, and its management. Product pricing, price-sensitivity of the customers. Market-research, sale and
sale-support methods. Business process management. Analyzing, planning, regulating, improving and transforming
corporate business process. Criteria of the process-based management systems. Methods for developing
processes. IT in the corporate value creation. Customer relationship management (CRM), operation support
systems, supply chain management, business continuity management. Special business functions (e.g. billing),
industry-specific systems, IT system architecture of telecommunication service providers. Regulatory environment.
Sector regulation. Goals and principles of the regulation in general and in the networked and public service sectors.
Competition regulation, consumer protection. Regulatory institutions and procedures, ex-ante and ex-post regulation,
self-regulation, public hearing, standards. Regulation of the information and communication technologies and
markets. Technology and marker regulatory models in the ICT sector. Regulatory tasks for deploying the
convergence of the telecommunications, information and media technology sectors. Community and national
regulation of the electronic communications network and services. Framework and specific directives. Rules for the
cooperation of the network operators and service providers. Regulation for managing scarce resources, frequency,
number and address management. Concept for regulating information security, data protection and content.

BMEVIVEAB01 Power Engineering 5

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

1617_2_VIVE
AB01_lab_an

gol
MON:14:15-18:00;Laboratory English

1617_2_VIVE
AB01_elm_a

ngol
WED:08:15-10:00(V1404);Lecture English

1617_2_VIVE
AB01_gyak_a

ngol
FRI:10:15-12:00(V1404);Practice English

 The aim of the course is to lecture basic knowledge of power systems, which are necessary for all electrical
engineers, and are also a foundation for students taking power system engineering major. Introduction of the
structure and operation of power systems, organised along the operation principles of elements and subsystems of
the network. Representation of power systems, basic methods of examination of symmetrical operation. Detailing of
the most important questions of asymmetrical operation from the aspect of distribution and consumer networks.
Requirements of power quality and security of supply. Health effects and EMC aspects of electric and magnetic fields
of the power system. Overview on the paradigm shift of different fields of power system engineering (production,
transmission, service, environmental effects), the smart grid concept and other actual trends. Synopsis: A) Topic of
the lectures 1. The role of electric power, general structure of the power system. Review of electricity generation,
transmission and distribution. Energy resources, power plant technologies, costs, efficiencies. Total and electric
energy consumption on domestic and international level, power losses. Domestic power plants, large power plants in
the world. Electricity transmission, distribution and consumer systems. 2. Analysis of three-phase symmetrical
systems. Representation of network elements, single-phase representations: generator, transformer, transmission
line, external grid, short-circuit power, consumer. Analysis of three-phase networks under symmetrical conditions,
calculation of networks with multiple voltage levels, use of per units. Three-phase short-circuit. 3. Asymmetrical
operation of the network Basic of symmetrical components. Criterion of symmetry, effect of asymmetry. Basic
modelling of negative and zero sequence networks. Role of the return conductor. Asymmetries caused by electric
traction. Calculation of three-phase networks under asymmetrical conditions. Harmonic modelling of networks. 4.
Star point earthing methods Methods of earthing the star point and their effect on voltage rise, insulation level and
ground currents during ground faults. Review of the international practice. 5. Network operations Voltage drop and
power conditions of a feeder, loading, voltage profile. Connection between voltage and reactive power, decrease of
voltage drop and power losses. Surge impedance power of transmission lines. 6. Control of power systems Balance
of powers, basic functions of operation, changes of demand, control of power and frequency. Limits of power
transmission. Voltage and synchronous stability. Basics of voltage and reactive power control. FACTS. Effects of
distributed generation and renewable sources on grid stability and control. 7. Requirements of power supply quality
Power quality characteristics (frequency, voltage change, swings, sags, asymmetry, harmonics). Quality and
reliability of supply. Principles of protection, fault detection. 8. Electric and magnetic fields of power networks and
devices. Field of overhead lines and cables, means of reduction. Magnetic field of equipments. Physiological effects
of electromagnetic fields, health limits. Aspects and limits of EMC. 9. Price of electricity, tariff systems, basic
concepts of electricity markets. 10. Current development directions of the power industry Concept of smart grids
(network elements, operation, control). Smart metering. Demand-side management. Grid effects of e-mobility. B)
Topics of seminars: (1) Representation of network elements under symmetrical conditions. Interpretation and
application of nominal data, illustration of magnitudes. Short-circuit power. (2) Calculation of networks with multiple
voltage levels, using per units. Analysis of voltage conditions, calculation of currents, powers. Three-phase short-
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circuit. (3) Application of symmetrical component transformations. Determining symmetrical components of
asymmetrical systems, calculation of phase quantities. Line and phase voltages. Sequence representation of
networks. (4) Calculation of voltage drop in case of radial supply. Reactive power compensation. Calculation of
power losses. (5) Three-phase low-voltage supply in case of balances and unbalanced load, calculation using phase
quantities and symmetrical components. Determining currents, voltages and powers with and without null conductor.
(6) Calculation of symmetrical short-circuit (single-phase-to-ground) with symmetrical components. Bauch paradox.
Role of delta windings of transformers. (7) Current and voltage asymmetry of single-phase traction load, supplied by
line voltage. C) Topic of laboratories: Topics of laboratories are matching the topics of lectures.

BMEVIVEMA01 Power System Operation and Control 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

1617_2_VIVE
MA01_elm_a

ngol
TUE:10:15-12:00(V1323);Lecture English

1617_2_VIVE
MA01_gyak_

angol
THU:10:15-12:00(V1323);Practice English

Cooperation of power systems. European systems, organizations. Main characteristics of the Hungarian and
European power systems. Transmission and distribution network in Hungary, cross-border capacities. Operating
requirements of power systems. Quality, security, costs, environment. System stages, transitions. ENTSO-E
(Operation Handbook, Network Code) and Operating Rulebook regulations. Power balance and frequency in
cooperating power systems. Theoretical and physical background of power balance. Static and dynamic power
balance, system frequency. Consumer loads. Load curve and itrsquo;s timeliness. U and f dependence of consumer
loads, static and dynamic models. P-f regulation. Primary, secondary and tertiary regulation, principles, technological
background. Primary regulation in cooperating systems. Static dP-df characteristic of synchronous systems.
Exchange power-frequency regulation. Principles of the regulation, basic correlations. Coopration of regulations.
Regulation reserves. Interpretation, classification, technological characteristics. Dynamics of frequency change.
Frequency change in case of generation outage, processes and regulations Load-shedding. Demand-side
management, system of load-shedding. Underfrequency load-shedding. Reactive power balance in the power
system.. Reactive power balance in the power system, theoretical background of the balance. U-Q regulation of
transmission networks. U-Q regulation of transmission networks: principles, measures, regulation levels. Voltage
stability. Emergence of voltage instability, identification of stability limitations, keeping stability during operation.
Parameters and operational characteristics of synchronous machines. Characteristic curves and parameters for
steady-state operation. Generator models. Output power of generator, power factor. Derivation and interpretation of
the simplified Up-Xd model. Steady-state operation of the generator. Operational loading states. Lasting loading of
the turbine-generator unit, P-Q curve. Grid operation of generators. Operational characteristics, models. U-Q
regulation of power plant busbars, UN-QN curve. Transient generator model. The d-q model, reactances and time
constants. Electrical transients. Generator transients in no-load operation, time plots for three-phase short-circuit and
switch-off. Electromechanical swinging. Simplified Ersquo;-Xrsquo; generator model. Electromechanical swinging
equation, swinging frequencies. Stability assessment. Transient stability. Classification, processes and methods of
transient stability assessment. Method and use of equal areas, energy aspects of transient stability.
Electromechanical swinging in multi-machine system. Swinging center of gravity, energy-related basics, factors
affecting swinging. Excitation control of generators. Design of excitation systems and controls. Power system
stabilisation. Principles of power system stabilisation (PSS). Transportable power of power plants, keeping stability.
Connection of asynchronous systems. System islanding and resynchronisation in a simplified, two-machine system.
Energetics of the process, network effects. Criteria of successful resynchronisation. Control of the power system.
Measurements, signals. Computer support: SCADA, EMS. Operation of transmission networks. TSO supervision,
operation and preparation. Operation of distribution networks. DSO supervision, control, malfunction elimination,
security indicators. Electricity storage. Theoretic of energy storage, introduction of technologies, areas of use, future
trends. Distributed generation. Specificities of generation technologies, network connection, effects on the operation
and security of the power system. Control centers. Operational aspects of intermittent renewable generation. Solar
photovoltaics, wind power. Operation, regulation, effect on regulation reserves. Network connection of generators.
Rules, requirements.

BMEVIVEMA02 Electrical Systems of Sustainable Energetic 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

1617_2_VIVE
MA02_elm_a

ngol
TUE:08:15-10:00(V1323);Lecture English

1617_2_VIVE
MA02_gyak_

angol
WED:08:15-10:00(V1323);Practice English
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BMEVIVEMA13 Alternating Current Systems 4

Subject code Subject name ECTS credit

Course code Timetable informationCourse type Course language

1617_2_VIVE
MA13_elm_a

ngol
MON:12:15-15:00(V1323);Lecture English
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